Praise for
Zero Alternative

"Zero Alternative is a courageous novel, truly a story of our times.
High-concept, high-octane, it's made quite an impression." E V
Seymour, bestselling thriller author
"This is a book you won’t put down, with a gritty and intense plot you are left wanting more" Crime Book Club
“The ruthless, cut-throat world of global economics provides the
perfect setting for Luca Pesaro’s debut thriller Zero
Alternative. Vivid, sexy, stylish and authentic, this is ‘finance noir’ at
its finest.” Crime Thriller Hound
"The Suspense Thriller debut of the year!" Amazon Top 500 Reviewer
"... this is also an action orientated book which keeps you page
reading to find out who what will happen" The Crime Scene
"DO YOURSELVES A FAVOUR AND GO GET THIS BOOK NOW. IT WAS
AMAZING! A. M. A. Z. I. N. G." The Last Page at Midnight
"I love the ending. It’s like the movie Dave but on hypersteroids.
Pesaro will keep you on your toes and railing at the world with this
one" Books and Movies reviews
This has been one of the better action books that I have
reviewed" Movies and Manuscripts
"Scott Walker is drawn into a web of deceit, murder, revenge and
sex. These are the classic elements of a great thriller and Zero
Alternative does not disappoint. 5/5 star" Basingstone Book Review
"This is one of the best debut books I ever had my hands on and I
can't wait to read more by Luca Pesaro" Nikki's book corner
"Pesaro delivers in this debut thriller... What a rush for Walker, and
the reader!" The examiner.com
"Zero Alternative is not only a refreshing read but an innovative
story with the global financial market with all its huge
imponderables as the backdrop of a story that is scary, stunning and
simply absorbing" Scrapblog Reviews

